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Casestudies 

Module 2: British Citizenship by entitlement   
16 October 2021 

 

 

Case study 1: James (aged 16) 

 

James was born in the UK and taken into care aged one. It is thought that his father 
was settled at the time of his birth, but he has no contact with his father. His father’s 
details are on James’ birth certificate. James’s mother was an overstayer at the time of 
his birth and more recently she has been granted indefinite leave to remain. His parents 
were not married.  

1) What if any registration by entitlement would you advise James to pursue and 
under what section(s) of the British Nationality Act 1981? 

And if relevant: 

2) What evidence might he need?  
3) What registration application form might he use and under what regulations? 
4) What fee might apply and under what regulations? 

 

Additional Questions  

1. What might the remedy and process be if application/registration is refused?  
2. Is there a deadline by which to exercise the suggested remedy? 
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Case study 2: Andrea (aged 16) 

 

Andrea is 16 and was born in the UK. Her mother has leave to remain. At the time of 
Andrea’s birth, her mother was married to someone, who had leave to remain but was 
not Andrea’s natural/biological father. Andrea’s natural/biological father was granted 
ILR last week. Andrea’s birth certificate includes her natural/biological father.  

1) What if any registration by entitlement does Andrea have by reason of her 
natural/biological father (under what provision of the British Nationality Act 
1981)?  

And if relevant: 

2) What evidence might she need? 
3) What registration application form might she use and under what regulations? 
4) What fee might apply and under what regulations? 

 

Additional Questions  

1. What might the remedy and process be if application/registration is refused?  
2. Is there a deadline by which to exercise the suggested remedy? 
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Case study 3 (Charles aged 21)  

 

Charles was born in the UK. He and his mother were granted ILR when Charles was 
10.  His father had ILR at the time of his birth in the UK. His parents were never 
married. Charles was convicted of manslaughter when he was 12 and is now facing 
deportation to his mother’s country of birth.  

1) What if any registration by entitlement would you advise Charles to pursue and 
under what section of the British Nationality Act 1981? 

And if relevant: 

2) What evidence might he need?  
3) What registration application form might he use and under what regulations? 
4) What fee might apply and under what regulations? 

 

Additional Questions 

1. What might the remedy and process be if application/registration is refused?  
2. Is there a deadline by which to exercise the suggested remedy? 
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Case study 4 (Johnny aged 39) 

 

Johnny was born before January 1983. He was born abroad to his British-born mother 
and non-British father, who were at that time married and living in a third country. He 
arrived in the UK when he was a few months old. He has been in the criminal justice 
system since he was 14 and served several prison sentences. He is now in his 40’s 
and facing deportation to his father’s country of birth.   

1) What if any registration by entitlement would you advise him to pursue and under 
what section of the British Nationality Act 1981? 

And if relevant: 

2) What evidence might he need?  
3) What registration application form might he use and under what regulations? 
4) What fee might apply and under what regulations? 

 

Additional Questions  

1. What might the remedy and process be if application/registration is refused?  
2. Is there a deadline by which to exercise the suggested remedy? 
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Case Study 5 (Megan, aged 18) 

 

Megan was born in the UK. She applied to renew her British passport and was 
informed that this had been refused and all previous passports cancelled. HMPO have 
confirmed that she is an illegitimate child of her father and therefore not British.  

1) What if any registration by entitlement would you advise her to pursue and under 
what section of the British Nationality Act 1981? 

And if relevant: 

2) What evidence might she need?  
3) What registration application form might she use and under what regulations? 
4) What fee might apply and under what regulations? 

 
 

Additional Questions  

1. What might the remedy and process be if application/registration is refused?  
2. Is there a deadline by which to exercise the suggested remedy? 
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Case study 6 (Danny) 

 

Danny was born in the UK on 1 November 1998. His parents had leave to remain at the 
time but have since become overstayers. He was taken to his parents’ country of birth 
to visit relatives on two occasions during his early childhood. On the first occasion, he 
left the UK on 1 October 2001 and arrived back in the UK on 18 January 2002. On the 
second occasion, he left the UK on 3 November 2004 and arrived back in the UK on 1 
February 2005 (after his flight back was delayed by 48 hours). 

1) What if any registration by entitlement would you advise him to pursue and under 
what section of the British Nationality Act 1981? 

And if relevant: 

2) What evidence might he need?  
3) What registration application form might he use and under what regulations? 
4) What fee might apply and under what regulations? 

 
 
 

Additional Questions  

1. What might the remedy and process be if application/registration is refused?  
2. Is there a deadline by which to exercise the suggested remedy? 
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Case study 7 (Susan, aged 15) 
 

 
 
Susan was born in the UK and has lived here all her life. Neither of her parents were 
British or settled at the time. Susan was born without any nationality; and that remains 
the case. Last year, Susan was cautioned on three occasions for shoplifting. She and 
her parents have just been granted indefinite leave to remain. 
 

1) What if any registration by entitlement would you advise her to pursue and under 
what section of the British Nationality Act 1981? 

And if relevant: 

2) What evidence might she need?  
3) What registration application form might she use and under what regulations? 
4) What fee might apply and under what regulations? 

 

 

Additional Questions  

1. What might the remedy and process be if application/registration is refused?  
2. Is there a deadline by which to exercise the suggested remedy? 

 
 
 


